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• Escalating geopolitical tensions helped the safe-haven US Dollar (USD) find demand late

Tuesday. Reports of two Russian-made missiles hitting Poland, near the Ukraine border, and

killing two people triggered a flight to safety. The latest developments, however, suggest that

missiles that hit Poland may have been fired by Ukrainian forces to counter other incoming

Russian missiles. Russian officials called the Polish incident an attempt to provoke a direct

military clash between NATO and Russia.

• Meanwhile, China’s National Health Commission (NHC) said on Tuesday that they have

confirmed 17,772 new Covid cases across the country, its highest total since April 2021. The

NHC added that Guangzhou, a city of 19 million, accounted for more than a quarter of the

cases.

• The European Central Bank (ECB) will release its Financial Stability Review later in the session

and Bank of England (BOE) Governor Andrew Bailey will testify before the UK Treasury

Select Committee. In the second half of the day, October Retail Sales and Industrial Production

data will be featured in the US economic docket. Finally, investors will pay close attention to

October Consumer Price Index (CPI) figures from Canada.
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EURUSD

 EUR/USD seesaws around 1.0350 during early Wednesday after dropping from the critical

hurdle of 1.0470.

 On Tuesday, Germany’s ZEW Economic Sentiment Index improved to -36.7 in November

versus -59.2 prior and the market expectation of -50. Further, the nation’s ZEW Current

Situation Index also rose to -64.5 from -72.2 previous readings and the analysts' estimate

of -68.4. Additionally, the second estimate of the Euro Area Gross Domestic Product

(GDP) for the third quarter (Q3) matched the initial forecasts of 2.1% YoY and 0.2% QoQ.

 A slippage below the support of 1.0260 will drag the main pair towards September 12

high, around 1.0200. On the flip side, the bulls could regain control if the asset oversteps

above 1.0470. An occurrence of the same will drive the asset towards the confluence of

the downtrend line from May 25 high and the upper band of duplicated daily bullish

channel, near 1.0600.
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 GBP/USD nullifies early Asian session gains while dropping back to 1.1845 heading into

Wednesday’s European session.

 The UK's Office for National Statistics (ONS) reported on Wednesday that the annual

Consumer Price Index (CPI) jumped to 11.1% in October from 10.1 in September. This

reading surpassed the market expectation of 10.7%. Additionally, the Core CPI, which

strips volatile food and energy prices, stayed unchanged at 6.5%, compared to analysts'

estimate of 6.4%.

 The sellers need a sustained move below previous days low at 1.1740 to accelerate the

downfall back towards October 27 high, around 1.1640. Meanwhile, the resistance of

1.1900 restricts short-term cable upside before directing the bulls to the 1.2000 hurdle.
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 The USD/JPY pair has extended its recovery after overstepping the critical hurdle of 139.00 in

the Asian session. The asset has refreshed its day’s high at 140.29 despite a range bound

performance by the US dollar index (DXY). Negative market sentiment was triggered as

Russian military attacks expanded to NATO-member Poland after invading Kyiv.

 On the Tokyo front, the hangover of a contraction in Gross Domestic Product (GDP) is

expected to keep the Japanese yen dozy. The GDP contracted by 0.3% in the third quarter vs.

the expectation of an expansion of 0.3%.

 For more upside, bulls need to surpass the resistance of 140.35 to accelerate the recovery

moves towards 142.00. On the contrary, the support of 139.00 restricts immediate USD/JPY

downside before directing the bears to previous day's low, around 137.70.
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 XAU/USD has sensed selling pressure after facing barricades around $1,785.00 in the Tokyo

session.

 The US Producer Price Index (PPI) for October eased to 8.0% YoY versus market forecasts of

8.3% and the downwardly revised prior of 8.4%. It’s worth noting that the monthly figure

reprinted the 0.2% prior (revised from 0.4%) while easing below 0.5% expectations. Moreover,

the Federal Reserve Bank of New York's Empire State Manufacturing Index jumped to 4.5 in

November from -9.1 in October and the market expectation of -5.

 Should the asset violates the support of $1,760, the precious metal will be reduced to October

04 high, around $1,730. On the other hand, bulls need to surpass the resistance of $1,785,

which will send the asset to August 10 high, surrounding $1,807.
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 Wall Street's main indexes gained on Tuesday as investors seized on softer-than-expected

inflation data that raised hopes of a pullback in rate hikes by the U.S. Federal Reserve.

 The S&P 500 gained 0.87%, to 3,991.74. Among the S&P 500 sectors, consumer staples was

up 1.2%, while the consumer discretionary index jumped 1.9%.

 The 4,000 threshold will challenge the immediate upside of index ahead of the upper band of 4-

hour bullish channel, near 4,050. However, the upper band of daily bearish channel from

January 04 high near 4,100, could challenge the S&P 500 bulls afterward. Alternatively, bears

can take control if the index plunge below previous day's low, around 3,950. This will drag the

asset towards previous month high, around 3,900.
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